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"Powerful ... Timely ... a High-Impact Inspirational Resource for Godâ€™s Christian Soldiers!"  

Faithful Christians are under spiritual and physical assault in our modern world, and their challenges

are greater than at any other time in recent history. Hostile religions, anti-faith movements and

politically correct governments are literally trying to destroy Christianity at its core. God wonâ€™t let

that happen; He has deployed a new generation of Christian Warriors to stand in defense of His

faithful elect.  â€œChristian Warrior Mindset: Spiritual Strength in Challenging Times,â€• is a powerful

and inspirational book written for Godâ€™s Christian Warriors in the modern age. By the Grace and

Glory of God, Christians will stand together, rise against the threats it faces and emerge victorious in

its battles with the enemies of the Living God.  You will be inspired by 365 days of powerful

Scripture, inspirational commentary and a personal journal that allows readers to discover and plan

how they will rise to defend Godâ€™s Kingdom on earth.  If youâ€™re led by God to stand in

defense of your Christian faith, â€œChristian Warrior Mindsetâ€• was written at the perfect time, just

for you.
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A knight who wears shining armor is a knight who has never had his mettle tested. Christian

Warriors are those who are continually tested, and always will be by the trials of life. Devout

followers of faith should consider this devotional as a remarkable supplement to the bolster the

strength of their faith, as well as their fortitude in both their personal and spiritual life. There is no

sugar coating here. From the insight of what seems as his overcoming of his own adversities in both



life and faith, Kaplan has produced a significant work that serves as a reminder to all who read it

that when you keep your faith strong, all things are possible. I would recommend this book over and

over again.

This a great book for anyone that studies martial arts, is in Law Enforcement or in the Military. It

helps you center and focus your life taking it in a positive direction. Anyone can get benefit from the

book and a job well done by Michael.Frank Luce,Canton Budo

This is a great package for someone seeking a clear and straight forward guide to follow as they

seek a greater spiritual growth over the time span of the book. The layout is inviting and strong in

the intent perceived. The simple easy to follow design does not require someone to need additional

research tools and books to receive the guidance presented. The presentation is interesting in that

each page can stand alone as its own thought provoking exercise and meditation. Each page is

presented with a scripture, challenging questions to provoke thought, and a notes section to write

how that day will be aligned for the reader to the information on the page. This is a great quick guide

to begin a focused journey or to reinvigorate a spiritual walk that may have waned. Great resource.

What an incredible work; from the front cover to the last page of the book.There is no doubt that this

offering by the author was the result of much heavenly prayer.This book has come at the exact time

in our history where things are unfolding before our very eyes; precepts that have stood for

thousands of years are no longer because people in power shape the laws to fit the times rather

than "abide by them".Unlike other books, this is not a continuous read, rather a read and then

pondering of God's word.I found my mind dashing from the Old Testament bible verse before me to

the verses in the New Testament that by man's actions and faith, God was obligated to unfold his

power and grace before them for the world to see.This is a book, that is more., far more, than just a

book. It is a daily road map, a challenge and most of all an affirmation of God's absolute power and

love for anyone who will seek Him out by faith.God lays before us His "full" Suite of Armour, all we

need to do is "put it on"....

I love my book Michael :)You picked a great time to write this book, with the mess the world is in

and the spiritual battles that come daily, it's like having a friend give you a boost each day and a

reminder to keep strong your Armor of God and to remember to thank the Holy Spirit for it every

day.Christians are under attack now days, so it is a perfect time to get this book that gives you



Spiritual daily ammo and inspiration to keep going.Thank you and God Bless You.Jeani Johnson
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